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1. Textual overlap

   a) Abstract

   We notice that the abstract of this manuscript has been presented before:

   Please do the revisions as below:

   -The original abstract must be cited;

   I have done this (ref 15)

   -The authors must obtain permission from the copyright holder, and this must be stated in the ‘Consent to publish’ statement- along with a brief sentence stating the abstract has already been published.

   I’ve added this in the appropriate section with approval from ADIPS
b) Background


While we understand that this is work that you have previously published, and some of the same ideas are contained in these publications, please be aware that we cannot condone the use of text from previously published work. Please re-phrase these sections to minimise overlap.

I have edited to ensure original text is contained in this manuscript

2. Ethics approval and consent to participate

Thank you for providing an ethics and consent to participate statement. Please also specify whether consent to participate was given verbally or in written format. If verbal consent was used please provide a reason why verbal consent to participate was used rather than written consent.

Have updated that this was written consent. This already features in the manuscript p6/7

3. Authors’ contributions

Please also ensure that all authors have read and approve of the final version and add a statement confirming this within this section.

I have updated words to this effect

4. Section headings

Please rename the section heading ‘Conclusion’ to ‘Conclusions’ in both Abstract and main text of this manuscript to ensure it is in line with the journal requirements.

Edited as recommended